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Max Nicholson, Seamus
Mcguire

Spartan Fans

What’s up Spartan Nation!? The basketball season is already underway
and off to a great start. “Here are some easy ways to keep up to date and contribute to the great DahmeNation:
The best way to stay in touch with upcoming events is to join James
Madison Memorial Basketball Fan group on Facebook. All events, themes, current events, and even quotes from Coach Collins himself will be on there. This
group has been handed down from seniors to seniors since 2007; all true fans
should join the group. Also listen in to morning announcements regarding any
games coming up.
However, Spartan fans don’t stop at just basketball. Many updates will
be sent out for the hockey season as well as various other winter sports. Show
your Spartan pride at all athletic events!
Every year hospitality and great sportsmanship is represented in DahmeNation, so as the season rolls on remember not to be so mean to opposing
players, student sections, and fans.
“Let’s keep this attitude alive throughout the season and show everyone
what JMM’s all about with our outstanding student section.”
--Max Nicholson
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Letter from the Editor

4. Lack of motivation. Sure, it’s easy to start
out excited now, but the real challenge is a few
months from now, when you start to lose focus.
5. Resolution overload. I can’t remember – are
you supposed to be focused on mowing the
lawn more, actually giving your dog a bath,
running daily, doing your homework, watching less TV, stalking less people on Facebook,
swearing less, or spending more quality time
Let’s look at some reasons why resolutions
with your parents? Or all of the above?
don’t get finished.
As a result, more than 90% of resolutions are abandoned in the United States. This
1. It’s unreasonable. Nobody’s really going
to lose 30 pounds, not unless you watch every
year, what about taking those resolutions seriously? What about being inspired to be better –
calorie that passes your mouth and exercise
constantly.
and following through?
2. It’s open to interpretation. Just what does “be
Start by only choosing a few things you
nicer” mean? Do you just smile more or donate really want to improve. It also helps to involve
people – the more people who know the guiltier
your entire wardrobe to Goodwill?
3. There’s no time frame. Are you hoping to be you will feel if you don’t get something done.
able to bench 400 in a week? A month? A year? It’s also important to remember that New Year’s
It’s January, which means it’s the time
of the year when the vast majority of students
at Memorial write out a list of resolutions on
improving themselves and enter the New Year
ready to take on the world. Most of the time
though, these lists just get lost under the bed,
and the well meant fervor dies out halfway
through February.
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Resolutions are not about creating a “new
you” – but simply improving yourself with a
few changes. But the most important factor is
motivation. Stay motivated; think of why your
resolution is important to you, and remind yourself of it daily.
“If the wind will not serve, take to the oars.”
– Latin Proverb
“It is never too late to be who you might have
been.” – George Eliot
“Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.” – Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

--Nancy Gu

Every Vote Counts

Dana Williams told all of their
classes. Jim LaBreche was an avid
voter and was always excited to
At 11 PM on November 30,
help. Stefan and I even got the
2010, the AHC (Alternating Hemiyouth group at Blackhawk church
plegia of Childhood) project on the
involved.
Pepsi Refresh Project site dropped
The entire buzz about votfrom second place to third. Only
ing for Allison Baker and the AHC
the top two projects receive
Foundation was a joy to see at
$250,000 towards research on their
school. Students felt like they were
topic. Along with voters across the condition and hardly any research
involved in something important
country, Memorial students stepped concerning it.
and it taught a lot of people that
it up and brought AHC into second
Allison told me and Devri
their vote really does count. Had
place before the contest was closed about the project on the Pepsi
not all the students at Memorial
at midnight.
Refresh Project website that was
continuously voted, on the night of
My older sister, Devri
entered by the Alternating Hemithe 30th, the AHC project may not
Fisher, 22, spent a summer workplegia of Childhood Foundation
have slid into second place. Every
ing with Allison Baker, 20, as
to raise money for research and
vote matters.
a PCA (personal care assistant)
medicinal purposes. Devri told her
Now that the Alternating
helping her with activities of daily Physical Therapy grad-schoolmates
Hemiplegia of Childhood Foundaliving. Allison Baker is a student
about the project and the opportion received the $250,000, what
at Madison Lafollette continutunity to vote, and I brought the
does this mean for Allison? Her
ing her education in a post-grad
project to Memorial.
main struggle is that she never
program. Allison was diagnosed
After telling my psycholknows when paralysis will occur
at nine months with Alternating
ogy class about Allison Baker and
and it deeply affects her daily life.
Hemiplegia which is a condition
Alternating Hemiplegia, the entire
With this grant, Allison is excited
characterized by random episodes
class were inspired to vote and
and hopeful for the future research,
of paralysis. These episodes can
share the project. Andrea Laguna
medicine, and cure that will be
last anywhere from thirty seconds
told the Art Department about the
reached. All it took was some
to multiple days and may include
project while Stefan Schiltz and
dedicated voters to jump start this
anything from paralysis of one arm Thuy Dan Tran had the Spartan
research; because of it, many lives
to paralysis of the entire body. As
Youth Service students take out
will be positively affected. To find
of now there is no cure for it and
their phones and text to vote during out more about where the money
the causes are random and una meeting. As the news of the
will be used and who it will benknown. Sometimes, however, there project quickly spread, more and
efit, visit http://www.refresheveryare triggers that can cause paralymore students excited about the
thing.com/cureahc.
sis such as water, light, noise, and
cause became involved.. Thomas
Thank you to all of the
strong emotions. Although some
O’Keefe wrote the voting text
voters. Allison thanks you from the
triggers can be identified, there is
number on chalk boards around
bottom of her heart.
no funding available for this rare
the school and Megan Radke and

Student Opinion
‘Big’ Doesn’t Always Mean BIG

“Big doesn’t mean fat”
is what my mother would always tell me when her friends
frequently made remarks about
my size. To me, it never mattered which I was being called,
it was simple: boys were big,
and girls were petite, no exceptions. As I grew, I took note of
how my line of vision would
sometimes go straight over
the top of everyone’s heads,
or how I could never borrow
shoes for PE class since no
one ever seemed to have a big
enough size for my feet to fit
in them. And even when it
came time for school dances
I refused to wear heels in fear
of towering over everyone
else. Even without these small
hints, I was commonly confronted with my height when
Jessi Ford and Amelia Rossa in Rome, people would bring it up on a
Italy.
regular basis; yes, I know I’m
tall, thanks for commenting. I
was big, I was tall, and I wasn’t
necessarily happy about it, but
there are so many other women

out there that I now look up to
in order to remind myself that
being tall is just another thing
I love about myself. Serena
Williams isn’t skinny, but she’s
powerful and an inspiration to
many people.
		
So what if you’re
not short and petite? Be proud
of who you are and how you
look. Short, or tall, skinny, or
curvy, you conquer the world
and hold the power to show
that beauty truly does lie in
all sizes. If you’re tall, stand a
little straighter and dare to wear
those stylish 5 inch heels you’ve
always wanted to, but mainly be
proud of who you are and what
you’ve got.

Negative Ads in
Feingold's campaign
We all know the results of
the midterm elections—a six Senate seat gain and a 60 house seat
gain for the Republicans and a loss
of our incumbent, Russ Feingold.
But how exactly did Russ Feingold lose? We may say it's the Tea
Party/Republican revival wave or
something similar, but these factors
only partially accounted for Ron
Johnson's win. Rather, Feingold's
negative ads were partially responsible for his loss.
As we know, Ron Johnson
first attacked Feingold on debt and
spending instead of making himself appear better. Feingold responded in full force and attacked
Johnson mercilessly. He, instead
of using ads that portrayed himself
as a Washington outsider (the ad
where he sat alone in Washington),
attacked Johnson for “unfair trade
deals.”
This didn't work out for
Feingold. According to a 27 news
broadcast, the negative, assailing
ads portrayed Feingold as a man
desperate to nail down Johnson and
also made Feingold appear as man
without substance on the “issues.”
Instead of the occasionally humorous ad, a voter would hear a man
with a deep voice berate Johnson
for some dug-up incident in the
past. They were not only boring
but were deeply damaging for
Feingold's “kind man” reputation.
Although Feingold's humorous and
entertaining ad showing Feingold
pushing toys off a table and saying “[for me], nothing is on the
table for social security” helped his
campaign, it was too little, too late
to salvage his reputation.
The lesson is—Former
Senator Feingold—don't use too
many negative ads. Too many
negative ads can make you appear
as a rude, hollow candidate and can
end an 18-year political career.
--Abhilash Sandireddy

-- Jessi Ford
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The “Ground Zero
Mosque”: Just Like Any
Other Community Center
In the later months of
2009, a group of liberal Muslim
Americans gathered to plan construction of an Islamic community
center with a mosque two and a
half blocks away from Ground
Zero, the site of the tragic 9/11
attacks. About a half year later,
the New York community board
unanimously approved this project.
Although the New York Times had
published a front page editorial
months earlier, true controversy
was drawn only after a right wing
blogger Pamella Geller and her
group “Stop Islamization of America” published articles and launched
an anti-Muslim campaign. Finally,
more recently, the developers of
the now named Park51 are seeking
funding from the Lower Manhattan
Development Corporation, attracting even more controversy as
outraged critics slam this as deliberate, insulting action towards 9/11
families.
Let’s get this straight. There
are absolutely no concrete reasons
why this so-called mosque should
not be built. Despite this, many
people spread waves of misinformation, contributing at least
partially to the enormous 68%
complete disapproval rating among
the American people. Park51 can
hardly be called a mosque and its
planned location situates three
blocks away from actual Ground
Zero. It will serve as a community
center open to the public, equipped
with restaurants, performance
areas, and a prayer space, comparable to a YMCA institute. The
project’s developers have stated
that this venue intends to better
relations between Muslims and
Americans; they want to send a
message opposite of the violence
of 9/11, one of peace. Furthermore,
Muslims need development in
the lower Manhattan area – infrastructure is sparse, and groups of
Muslims have been praying in the
Pentagon from lack of other resources.
More importantly, prevent-

Natasha Bentzen’s Food
Fight Cupcake submission
was very creative!

ing the building of this community
center sets a dangerous precedent.
As stated by a Memorial student:
“If we disallow an Islamic Community Center three blocks away
from Ground Zero, what next?
Five blocks? One mile? The whole
city? We should remember the
American ideal of acceptance and
work to get over our religious
differences.” Indeed, what would
come next? Increased discrimination against religious factions
only dishonors the great ideals
from which upon this country was
founded. We cannot afford to lose
the values that define America.
The uniqueness of America comes
from its rich cultural blend and
tolerance. When people such as
Sarah Palin make comments such
as “we all know they have the
right to do it, but should they?”
they undermine America’s ideal
of choice. Constructing an Islamic
community center, wholly intended
as a sign of peace, near a disaster
site is not what’s un-American. It’s
not exactly a victory for the terrorists either. The extremists want
to destroy America. Taking away
our greatest assets and dishonoring
our fundamental principles is what
would be the true destruction of
America and all that it stands for.
Upon asking Seungwon
Shin, a junior here at Memorial,
about this issue he remarked:
“People shouldn't be so hateful of
Muslims because 9/11 was done
by extremists. It was 9 years ago,
move on. The American people
are just making themselves targets
by expressing such ignorant hate,
which overall endangers the general public.” Hatred and bigotry
will only fuel more problems and
continue a vicious cycle. This must
end. We want peace and prosperity,
not conflict and destruction; we do
not want another 9/11. America has
made peace with Japan since the
attack on Pearl Harbor. We must do
the same here again.
--Kevin Chen

Will Wisconsin join
the other 48?

In time to come, we will
all see important issues fiercely
debated between Republicans
and Democrats on the floor of the
Wisconsin Legislature. One of
those issues is one many people in
Wisconsin know little about: concealed carry. Concealed carry in
Wisconsin would allow law-abiding citizens to over the age of 21 to
apply for concealed carry permits.
If issued, the permit would allow
an individual to carry concealed
weapons, included loaded firearms,
knives, and tasers. Currently, 48
other states have similar legislation, with Wisconsin and Illinois as
the two exceptions. Many people
fear this type of legislation, thinking that concealed carry will boost
crime in Wisconsin. I hope this
article will dispel such unfounded
fears.
Many conclude that more
guns equal more crime. No significant study has ever found this to be
in case in the United States. For
example, when researchers John
Lott and David Mustrad studied
crime in every single US county,
they found that “allowing citizens
to carry concealed weapons deters
violent crimes. When state concealed handgun laws went into
effect into a county, murders fell
by 8.5 percent and rapes and aggravated assaults by 5 and 7 percent.” Also, FBI crime data shows
that murder and violent crime

rates are at all time lows despite a
significant increase in the numbers
of privately owned firearms. Lawabiding citizens use firearms to
prevent crime and protect themselves from criminals, not to commit crimes themselves. In Shaun
Connell’s article, “Gun Control
Laws Will Increase Crime”, Criminologist Gary Kleck concluded
in an in-depth 1990s study of gun
control laws “that roughly two and
a half million crimes are prevented
through defensive gun use alone.”
The article also noted that in 1997,
only “691,000 violent crimes were
committed with firearms.”
From this data, we can
conclude that concealed carry
will actually decrease crime rates.
Because most criminals already
obtain and carry their weapons illegally, gun laws don’t hamper them.
In fact, gun restrictions have little
to no effect on restricting weapons
from criminals and in fact only
prevent law-abiding citizens from
defending themselves. I hope our
Legislature and Governor will see
this wisdom for the years to come.
--Michael J. Reilly
Sources: 1. http://www.nraila.org/Issues/
factsheets/read.aspx?ID=18; accessed
November 18th, 2010. 2. Connell, Shaun.
“Gun Control Laws Will Increase Crime.”
Guns and Violence. Ed. Debra A. Miller.
Detroit: Greenhaven Press, 2009. 8183. Print. Current Controversies. Rpt. of
“Gun Crime Facts.” Rebirth of Freedom
Foundation. 5 Dec. 2007

1st Annual Smack own!
The GSA Cupcake
Smack down was a
huge success, with over
3 dozen submissions
for its cupcake contest.
All cupcakes had to be
submitted by the dozen
by December 15th,
2010, edible, and follow
a common theme. Although many brilliantly
decorated cupcakes
were submitted, Ms.
McGilligan-Austin’s
cup cakes were the most

ornate and delicious, and won her
an iPod Touch for Best Cupcake
Design. Remember this is an annual event, so get ready to plan for
next year’s smack down!
-- Nancy Gu
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Complaining About
Teachers
In a couple of
weeks, final exams will
be upon us. Most of us
will be thinking about our
grades, especially in the
classes we are not doing
so well in. This means a
lot of students are going
to start complaining about
them too. Naturally these
complaints are directed
towards the teachers – “he
is such a hard grader,” “ she can’t teach” etc. Although most of these student complaints stem out of sheer frustration, they do have some validity.
Not all teachers are equal. Some are strict, some are nice, some
make the class unnecessarily hard and some make it ridiculously easy,
some are excellent teachers, and frankly some just can’t teach that well.
And let’s face it, you’re going to get every one of these teachers during
your high-school life.
So this semester you may have been stuck with a teacher who has
high expectations or doesn’t explain the material that well. And, indeed
you may even be very frustrated that your friend is having a much easier
time in his/her classes than you are.
It may seem unfair that you’re stuck with a “harder” teacher and
that the ones you found on your schedule during registration could very
well be the difference between an “A” and a “B”. Perhaps it’s true that if
you had had a different teacher in a class you’re struggling in, you would
have a better grade. Though it may be unfair, this may just be true only
this year. And in the end, it will all even out and you’ll get some easy
teachers next year.
With finals coming just around the corner, you need to understand
that complaining about your “hard” teacher will never improve your
grade. The only way to get a better grade is through hard work. You will
get the grade you want if you put in the effort. Make one last push before
finals and maybe you’ll be happier with your report card.
-- Suman Gunasekaran

Sparking Awareness: The
Significance of Curiosity
When most people think
of the characteristics of someone
successful, words like ‘intelligent,’
‘kind,’ and ‘resourceful’ almost
always come to mind. ‘Curious,’
however, is almost never a trait that
describes an accomplished individual. This, to me, is a little puzzling. As children, curiosity is the
tool that makes us learn, whether
by learning language by imitating
sounds or learning our boundaries
by moving and walking around, curiosity always builds bridges. Actually, this might be the very reason
why curiosity could be overlooked
so easily today: it seems to carry
a negative connotation, because
it could be a sign of naïveté or
child development. History tells
us, though, that this couldn’t be
farther from the truth. Discoveries,
inventions, and great adventures
that changed the world started from
curiosity, not from natural intelligence or a drive to succeed.
I would never have written for the school newspaper had it
not been for my initial curiosity; a
motive to explore all my options,
and not just stay confined to one
comfort zone; to find a purpose in
high school and question the status
quo. Curiosity is the basis for improvement, especially in a country
like the United States. The record
of the search for improvement is
far from perfect, though. On the
negative side, poverty, drugs, and
desperation still stalk American inner cities; opportunity is not equally available to all, despite what
we may think; corporations exert

increasing influence on all aspects
of society from what is done by our
government to what is printed in
our newspapers to what is taught in
our schools. Still, there are brighter
moments. We have created the most
heterogeneous republic in history,
and we dominate the world stage
not necessarily just because of our
economic and military strength, but
also because of the power of our
ideas which all derived from a curious desire to reach our limits and
create a more perfect society.
Ask someone what some
admirable qualities in another
person are and they could name
generic traits as I mentioned before
(intelligence, humor, ambition,
kindness). Now, ask me what the
most admirable quality in someone
else is, and I can easily tell you
that, above all, that quality is curiosity. Some of the best debates I’ve
had are with people who are just
as keen as I am to remain aware on
topics such as health care, plea bargaining, affirmative action, and due
process in general. These people
are admirable for their constant effort to question the status quo, that
is, what the truth really is. So, yes,
it is nice if someone is smart and
kind; but all those qualities become
meaningless if they don’t use it for
a greater purpose. That’s where
curiosity comes to play.
--Tenzin Lendey
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Poetry Corner

To My Friend
By: Siriano Lambert
I can still remember more than just the days we
spent in the rain
I can still remember the sun’s rays warming our
faces
I still remember life before decay came to stay
Those years we were the very best of friends
The warmth we shared before you got sick
The games we played, the quiet times we
shared
I know you’re better off in Heaven, but I’ll
always miss my most loyal friend
You’ve been here for me all the time that you
can
I’m happy you’ve found peace once again
I can’t wait to see you because I know death’s
not the end
One day we can lay in the sun, together, the
best of friends
I love you, Sora, and I know you love me
I’ll see you again
A Friend
By: Yesenia Bahena Tapia
I always wondered
Why have a friend?
Someone to play with?

Someone to be chosen?
But how hard is it today to call someone a
“friend”?
Someone who stabs you in the back?
Someone who doesn’t care if you wait?
The feeling of being afraid was drowning me
Being alone was closing in on me.
And it’s because choosing a friend is the most
difficult thing.
Today I understand that with you I found everything I ever wanted.
I stopped searching with my head down low
And just, there without calling, the answer
came, my companion.
The one who will solve everything in my life,
Who will be there when I’m feeling down.
The one who will paint a smile with a rainbow
on my face.
Today I realized that I always had everything I
ever wanted
That I had it, will have it and will be capable of
finding it.
No one in the world could be called a friend
But a friend could be called the world
To hold the hand of the one who is willing to
exist for you
Is the one planning to steal a kiss even though
It’s under the weather.

You
By: Yesenia Bahena Tapia
When you count the stars
Count them in two. If they seem like a lot
Then I love you more.
I don’t ask you for pearls from the ocean,
Nor elegant perfume
I just ask you a favor
To be mine forever.
If the world didn’t see you and
If the world didn’t have you
I’d prefer to die and not see you
Than live and not have you.
Sisters
By: Eboni Moore
S is for solid solider
I is for all the insecurities
S is for standing our grounds
T is for tough talkers
E is for excellent, excitement
R is for ride or die chicks
S staying together
“To submit poetry to Poetry Corner, please
email all poems to white_water_angel@hotmail.com or Facebook Rebekah Dadds.”
~By: Rebekah Dadds

Black Swan

							
she falls asleep to the sound
The ballet has always been a fascinating of a music box. That was
subject for television and film due to both its
the first clue in the film that
foreign nature and the fact that perfection is an
she was not entirely menamazing and rare thing to witness. Ballet films
tally stable.
have been wildly popular in the past, but no
Nina has not had
ballet film can compare to the success of Black many of the experiences
Swan.
that a normal girl her age
Like most human beings, the prohas had and this limits her
tagonist of Black Swan, Nina Sayers (Natalie
infinitely. Nina is constantly
Portman), strives for perfection. The difference being challenged by the
is that Nina is surrounded by perfection all
sultry and seductive Lily,
the time. She dances for a professional ballet
(Mila Kunis), who is able to
company so perfection is the standard, which
play the black swan perfectis not something to be congratulated for. Nina
ly in addition to the white
has been with the ballet company for four years swan. Nina is threatened by
and she has never earned a lead role. She hopes Lily, but all Lily wants is to be Nina’s friend.
that this year will be her time to show off all of Finally one night Lily takes Nina out to a club
her hard work. The ballet for the fall season is
and Lily introduces her to a world of drinking
Swan Lake and the prima ballerina must be able and men. This concept is not so strange to the
to capture the cold beauty of the white swan
causal movie goer, but watching Nina’s reaction
and also the seductiveness of the black swan.
shows us that she has been severely deprived
Nina is able to portray the white swan, but her
form normal human interaction. She has never
challenge lies with capturing the seduction that had the freedom to simply go out to a bar for
the black swan is supposed to convey.
drinks. Nina is overwhelmed by the pressure
Nina has lived under her mother’s
of discovering the world, her conflicted feelwatchful eye for her entire life. Nina has never
ings for Lily, the pressure her mother puts on
been able to explore her sexuality because of
her to stay the sweet little girl she was, and the
her mother’s proximity. This has limited Nina’s pressure the director of the ballet puts on her
growth as a person and as a result she acts like
to be perfect – not to mention the sexual tena 12 year old girl stuck in a 22 year old womsion between Nina and the director. All of these
an’s body. She has no apparent interest in men, aspects of her life drive Nina insane. She is
which is one reason her character seems so
being pulled in so many different directions and
foreign. Her room is filled with stuffed animals, her fragile psyche is ill equipped to handle it.
her walls are painted pale pink, and every night Throughout the film it is never clear if what you

are watching is real or one of Nina’s hallucinations.
For most of the scenes Nina hallucinates
and then comes back to the real world so there
is some clearness to what is happening, but in
the final scene of the movie, which incidentally
is the last scene of Swan Lake, it is never made
clear whether Nina was hallucinating or if she
is in fact bleeding profusely.
Black Swan was an excellent film and
even though it was creepy and most can’t relate
to all aspects of it, it is an amazing story. The
road to perfection is lonely and Nina finds this
out the hard way. Natalie Portman is going to
win the Academy Award for this role. Over all,
A.
--Tia Das
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Double Video Game Review

As the decade passed, game manufacturers managed to squeeze off two of the biggest
games of the decade. The long anticipated Halo:
Reach and Call of Duty: Black Ops both topped
charts and broke records for their series. These
reviews will be mostly spoiler-free. An accurate
comparison between the games is impossible,
as they are very different games with their own
ups and downs.
Halo: Reach
Halo: Reach is the fifth shooter game in
the Halo series. It is the prequel to the original
Halo: Combat Evolved, which was released
in 2001. Reach was released on September
14, 2010. It broke the launch day record for
the Halo series. The game play of Reach has
changed from the previous Halo 3 engine. The
appearance of the alien Covenant was altered to
provide the player with more terrifying opponents.
There are many new weapons, and familiar weapons have also been modified. There
are also several new features that were never
seen in any previous Halo games. One example
is the assassination. If the player gets close
enough to an enemy from behind, they can perform an assassination, which shifts the camera
to a third person angle as the character beats
down the enemy in several different fashions.
Another key feature is character customization.
Previous halo games had customizable armor
and colors, but in Halo: Reach, the custom character appears in the single player mode, instead
of just multi-player. This can lead to replaying
the
same
cut
scene
several
times
just

to watch your character wear customized armor,
or just for laughs as you dress up your character
in a flowery pink and purple fashion. Armor can
be bought with credits earned by completing
challenges or killing enemies.
The campaign of Reach is much more
squad-based than the previous “lone wolf”
games in the series. In addition to having the
members of Noble Team, the protagonists of
the game, the player can also have fire teams of
friendly AIs, such as the Marines or the Army,
that follow them around.
Multi-player is also changed drastically.
Players can now choose loadouts, where they
can choose their weapons and armor abilities,
which replaced the equipment from the Halo 3
multi-player. A new game mode called versus
lets players play as SPARTANs vs Elites. Each
side has their own strengths and weaknesses.
The popular Fire fight mode from Halo 3:
ODST returns, and is now available for online
matchmaking. There are also different types
of Firefight. Players can also choose to play as
Covenant Elites and join the endless swarms of
aliens and fight the SPARTANs.

Call of Duty: Black Ops
When Call of Duty: Modern Warfare
2 was released last year, few thought that any
game could surpass its sales. Fans eagerly
waited for Treyarch’s answer to this phenomenal game. On November 9 2010, Black Ops
became the largest ever entertainment launch in
history in any form of entertainment.
Veterans of Modern Warfare 2 will find
that Black Ops has a very different style of play.
Not much has changed from the overall controls. Diving is a new feature that lets the player
jump and dive, which is useful to get into cover
quickly. The single-player mode is very much
the same as previous Call of Duty titles. However, multi-player has changed drastically since
Modern Warfare 2. Instead of unlocking weap-

ons and
attachments by
leveling
up and
completing
challenges, there is a credit system. Weapons are still
unlocked by leveling up, but they must be purchased. All perks and weapon attachments are
unlocked from the start, but must be purchased
to be used.
Credits can be earned by completing
challenges, contracts, or just killing enemies.
Treyarch has tried to “noob-proof” the game by
eliminating all the tricks considered “noobish”.
Knifing classes and quick-scopes are more difficult in this game. The perk Stopping Power
does not make an appearance in this game to
make it more fair.
The Zombie game mode returns from
Call of Duty: World at War. The player can fight
alone or with 3 other players against endless
hordes of zombies. Two levels are available
initially, but the four maps from World at War
can be downloaded with a code that comes with
the Hardened and Prestige editions of the game.
Black Ops comes in three editions:
standard, Hardened, and Prestige. The standard
edition comes with only a game and manual.
The Hardened edition comes in a steel case
with codes for the zombie maps, a Black Ops
themed costume for Xbox Avatars or Play
Station Home, and a Black Ops medal. The
Prestige edition comes with all the components
of the Hardened edition, but also comes with
a fully functional RC-XD, the RC car from ingame, minus the explosives. New players will
find themselves in a very different environment
while playing Black Ops, but it is a pleasing
experience.
--Michael Turng

January Concerts Calendar
Now that class is back in session,
there’s no better way to settle
into the new year than with some
steady grooves. Hopefully some
of you made it to the New Year’s
shows. If distance was an issue for
you though, here are some very
high quality hometown shows that
aim to please.
JANUARY 20:
Skrillex at the Majestic
Doors open at 9pm, 18+
$18
For anybody interested in the
next big thing in electronic music,
look no further than Skrillex. Also
known as Sonny Moore, former
lead singer of hard core band From
First to Last, he’s been digging
deep into his rave roots lately and
has found a sound that’s been
sweeping the nation at a surprising rate. In fact, you might have
even seen him already, opening for
Deadmau 5 a few months back. He
wasn’t the most memorable, but
unfortunately that is the curse of
the opener. If a mad mix of glitch,
electro and dubstep sounds like

your cup of tea though, it’s worth
giving him a shot. I mean, all that
hype can’t be for nothin’.
JANUARY 27:
Ben Folds at the Overture Center
Doors open at 7:30pm
All ages
$36.50
Oh, do I love me some Ben Folds.
I’ll just be honest, the man is as
hilarious as he is musically talented. From his famous cover of..
well, ‘*****es ain’t ****’ by Dr.
Dre, to his live (as in, in front of
2,000 people) tribute to the awesome Chatroulette Piano guy,
the man’s got jokes. He also has
notes, believe it or not. He plays
a killer piano, and has a surprisingly versatile voice to match. The
show itself is going to be a shorter,
more expensive one since it is at
the Overture Center, but that also
means high production values. As
he is known for having extravagant
shows, this is a very good thing.
It’s not often someone as high
profile as Ben Folds comes around,
take advantage of the opportunity.

JANUARY 29:
Kings Go Forth at the Majestic
Doors open at 8pm
All ages
$10
Did you ever get the feeling that
maybe you were born in the wrong
time? That maybe the reason why
you’re into old 30’s crooner songs
(or early 80’s punk, or whatever) is
because your soul is from a different generation? Well, listening
to Kings Go Forth is kind of like
that. They aren’t exactly a time
machine, but if you were ever
interested of the swinging, soulful
grooves of the James Brown era,
KGF will blast you back there so
quick you’ll swear you just saw a
leisure suit. They’re no post-funk,
contemporary jazz experimental
group, they’re the real deal man.
Not only that, they’re local! Fresh
from Milwaukee and for $10 a
ticket, can you dig it?

FEBRUARY 8:
The Wailers at the Majestic
Doors open at 7:30
All ages
$20 advance, $25 day of
Yes, I know this show is In February, but I just HAD to make sure
I got a shout out for this one. I
mean, its THE WAILERS, MAN!
Come on now. As in, Bob Marley
and The Wailers? Ever hear of
‘Buffalo Soldier’? How about ‘No
Woman No Cry’? ‘Three Little
Birds’? ‘One Love’? Do I really
need to say any more? I could keep
quoting famous songs of theirs all
day, but if you have ever, EVER
jammed to reggae, your time has
come. Marley himself is no longer
with us, but if anybody embodies
his spirit, it has to be the band that
backed him until the day of his
death. I have no pity for anybody
that does not make it out to this
show. Quite frankly, you’re missing out.
Carlos-Eduardo Gacharná
ceg181@gmail.com
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What time do you set your alarm for and how
many times do you hit the snooze button?

“I set my alarm for 6:20 and hit the snooze button 3 times until 6:35.”
-- Anonymous

“I set my alarm for 5:00 am. I hit the snooze button until 5:45 and at
5:55 I finally get up.”
-- Eboni Moore

“I set my alarm for 6:00 but I
usually hit the snooze button
twice and wake up at 6:10.”
-- Ben Rindfliesch

“Well I live pretty close [to school] so usually 7:05 and
after I wake up, I usually fall right back asleep.” –Fuzzy

Sudoku

“I set my alarm at 6:03 and don’t get out of bed until 6:15. Sometimes I
eat breakfast in bed to make it to 6:30.”
--Mr. Weibel

“I set my alarm for 6:20
am and I either get up
right away or I just turn
my alarm totally off
and sleep for about 30
minutes.”
-- Heidi Miller
“Well, I set my alarm
clock for 6:00am and
when it goes off I
normally just sit on my
bed and just look at
my wall and then I hit
the sheets again!!”
--Juvontae Nash

“I set my alarm for 6:00 am. I probably hit it
about 5 to 7 times, around 6:30.”
-- Nate Busby

“I set my alarm
for 6:45 and hit it
3 times. I usually
get up around
7:00.”
--Josh Peters
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Athlete of the Month: Felix Braun
S&S: What is your favorite subject in school?
FB: My favorite school
subject was probably
Bio.

Like most great athletes
Felix Braun got his start at an early
age playing hockey in 2001 when
he moved to Canada. Hockey is
the national sport of Canada, Felix
said, “It seemed like a logical decision.” and as Felix plays Varsity
Hockey at Memorial in addition to
Ultimate Frisbee which he started
playing his sophomore year.
The Basics
Grade: Senior
GPA: 4.0
Current Sports: Ice Hockey, Ultimate Frisbee
Sports highlights over your high
school career: Highlight: Victory
over Stoughton at the Rice Lake
Tournament in 2008 (Hockey)
Favorite Sport: Ice Hockey, closely
followed by ultimate
S&S: Sport you have always
wanted to try
FB: Lacrosse
S&S: A word that describes you?
FB: Ambitious
S&S: How did you first get in
ultimate?
FB: Frisbee caught my attention
here at Memorial when some of
my friends began playing freshman year. I joined in the spring of
sophomore year.
S&S: After all the long practices,
endless hours of homework and
stress why have you
stuck with it?
FB: There’s nothing
like being part of a
team. Plus it’s just plain
fun.
S&S: Has there ever
been a time when you
felt like quitting?
FB: I think those times
always come for one
reason or another. I
think in the end it’s just
important to stick with
it and keep giving it all
you’ve got.
S&S: Who is your biggest role model?
FB: I don’t know if I really have a
role model. I like be the best I can
be, and I look up to anyone who is
better.

S&S: What do you want
to study in college?
FB: I haven’t really
decided, but right now
I’m looking into microbiology/pre-med or
biomedical engineering.
S&S: What are your goals for the
upcoming seasons?
FB: In Ice Hockey our team is
looking to repeat our city championship. In frisbee my personal goal
is to become a more consistent
player, especially in the realm of
throwing.
S&S: Breakfast of Champions?
FB: Cereal. Every day.
S&S: Dream Car?
FB: 1972 VW Van
S&S: Dream Date?
FB: Hannah Rather
S&S: Guilty Pleasure
FB: Watching the Amazing Race.
S&S: Ring tone?
FB: Verizon Standard. I’m too lazy
to find anything else.
S&S: Irrational Fear
FB: Bad drivers... although that
may not be all that irrational.
S&S: Last movie you saw in theaters?
FB: Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows Part 1
-Tia Das

APOLOGIES

The Sword & Shield staff would like to formally apologize
to Lindsay Quella for misspelling her name multiple times
in previous issues.
The Sword and Shield
sincerely apologizes for the layout
snafu on the Cabaret Cast Q&A
last month. The S&S inadvertently
cut off the last three questions.
Here they are, Memorial. Don’t
miss out on the production at the
end of the month.
S&S--- How much drama goes on
during these shows?
RB) I don’t know how much
drama happens. This is my first
show. So far, it’s all good.
LC) Drama really depends on
who’s in the cast... I’m not sure
how this year will go. We’re all
drama queens here, but it’s not
always a bad thing!
TH) There is always somebody
creating drama (usually a victim
myself). But then again it is still
the drama program.
AL) There is always at least a little
drama in drama.
BM) Though I love the drama
program, I hate “drama.” As of
now, there hasn’t been much drama
in the show and I hope it stays that
way. I think it just deteriorates student’s’ performance, and it is silly
and immature.
GS) There is a little bit of drama
surrounding auditions, but after
casting it pretty much goes away.
Hardin and Mrs. Pitt usually make
good decisions and I trust and
respect them.
LS) I think we as individuals in
theater, or in any of the arts for that
matter, have a tendency to be competitive and compare ourselves to
our peers based on a variety of factors. I think the only “drama” that
goes on happens during the casting
process. But after everything is
casted and done with, everyone is
happy. It all comes right in the end.
S&S--Do you perform better when
you are in full make up versus
when you are at rehearsals in normal garb?
RB) I haven’t been in full make up
yet, but I think I will perform better because holding and reading the
script makes me feel like I’m not
doing anything.
LC) I perform 100% better while
in make up. I love being dressed
up and ready perform, and when
I know all eyes are on me I really
kick it into gear.
TH) I always perform better when
I am in make up. There is something about putting on my make up
that allows me to forget ‘bout who
I am and become embodied by this
character as snooty as it sounds. It
is my favorite part.
AL) Yes. I love having costume
and make up. That is when you truelytruly can become the character.
BM) It is kind of strange, but make

up and costumes make you FEEL
like the character you are playing.
It is like you are putting on a mask
and becoming someone else for a
few hours. I definitely perform better with make up on.
GS) Yes! When you’re analyzing
your character on stage, it’s much
harder to think ‘what would a risque risqué cabaret dancer react to
this?’ when you’re wearing sweats
and tennis shoes than if you’re in
heels and a fur coat.
LS) Definitely! Even wearing
heels (if your character wears
heels) will make a huge difference
to how you carry yourself, and address other characters. I don’t think
you can fully immerse yourself
in the character unless you are in
their attire!
S&S--What’s your favorite part of
being involved in Drama (Debate
and Forensics) in general?
RB)- My favorite part is being
around people I enjoy working
with.
LC) My favorite part of DDAF is
performing. I just love being on
stage!
TH) My favorite part of the musical is awaiting my first entrance
and of course the bows.
AL) All the people you meet and
get to work with.
BM) Speaking, Singing, and
Acting acting in front of peers is
probably one of the most difficult
things a high school student can
do. As a freshman I was so scared
to give speeches, or sing solos, but
after being in the DDAF program,
it’s a breeze. DDAF taught me
valuable lessons that with stay with
me for the rest of my life
GS) My favorite part of being in
Drama is the feeling after we finish a show. There is a huge sense
of accomplishment (onstage and
off) when you finish that night’s
production. But the potluck dinner
during tech week is a close contender.
LS) Character analysis. I love analyzing characters and figuring out
what makes them tick. Figuring
out what I can do with my facial
expressions to convey the character more accurately is really fun!
And I love doing characters that
are completely opposite from me;
with regard to their lifestyle, ambitions and mannerisms. It makes
life more interesting.
Ruben Bolivar (RB), Lily Cornwell
(LC), Tyler Hohlstein (TH), Anthony Leonard (AL), Ben Mau (BM),
Grace Schneck (GS), Lydia Sewell
(LS) are all staring in this year’s
musical.
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These Horoscopes are provided for entertainment purposes
only, and as such, they come with no guarantee of accuracy
or usability of the information and advice contained within.
Read at your own risk!.

Horoscopes

Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) – Although you love your social life, you are reserved and tend to keep your thoughts to
yourself. This week, be sure to use that trait to your advantage. Be cautious: if you spill all your secrets to a talkative
friend, there’s no turning back.

Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) – You tend to be very protective
of others, especially when it comes to your closest friends.
Everyone knows you only want the best for them, but remember to let them make their own decisions and give them
the freedom to make their own mistakes.

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) – Usually, you like to keep
your nose out of other peoples business, but sometimes this
can make you seem unemotional or detached. Keep an eye
out for situations where you can sympathize, share your
emotions with others, and get yourself back into the loop.
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) – One of your most admirable attributes is your selflessness when it comes to others. As the
holiday season approaches, let that selfless gift reign free
and spread the joy of giving when you go Christmas shopping this year!

Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) –Perfection is everything for you.
You need every little thing to be in the right place at the
right time. Being a perfectionist can work to your advantage
in many cases, but try to let loose, have fun every once in a
while and everything will fall into place on its own.

Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) – You are logical and hard working, but sometimes this can make you impatient and quick
tempered. Remember to keep yourself in check when with
family or friends. Although you may think your viewpoint
is always the right one, your temper could be blinding your
judgement.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) – You’re letting you talents
shine this month and your reliability is definitely appreciated by everyone around you! Keep it up and all your
obstacles this week will seem easier than ever.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) – You love the holiday season
because it gives you a fantastic excuse to shop and spend
money! Keep in mind, however, that material things don’t
last, so keep superficiality to a minimum.

Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) – You are the sweetest when it
comes to modesty. You like to keep your personal achievements to yourself and don’t like to boast or talk about
yourself in any way. Being modest is an admirable trait, but
there’s nothing wrong with tooting your own horn every
now and then.
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) – You are the most easily influenced of all your friends and they know it! But this month,
don’t let them sway your decisions! Stand your ground and
don’t let their opinions keep you from what you know is
right.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) – Being secretive has always
been natural for you. This month, however, many of your
close friends and relatives feel detached from you. Keep
your most personal secrets to yourself but share a couple
with your closest friends to reassure them that they are still
the most important part of your life.
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) –Everyone knows you love to
be independent. You love the exhilaration of being on your
own and not having to depend on your parents. But keep in
mind that in a couple years you’ll be out of school, so pause
and appreciate every moment you have with your family.

Student Government Toys For Tot’s fundraiser was a success, raising over $1000 to buy toys for kids!

The line to get into the field house
was long!

Ms. Glaaser gets taped up & falls
down.

Ms. Kellor enjoys the experience.

Ms. Hartsfield wonders why she
signed up for this abuse.

(above left) Mr. O has a hard time
breathing with all the tape on his
face. Who would do that to him?
(above) Mr. Frontier’s backyard,
Hill Creek, try their best to get him
to stay up, but to no avail. (left)
Ms. Yahr being pressed against the
wall. (below) Ms. Dinndorf and
Mr. Rogers getting taped to the
wall.
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Come to the CABARET!
The Majority of Memorial
students can claim that they
have seen the film Cabaret
during their sophomore
year in English. One would
be hard pressed to compare
that film with the stage
version of this deeping
symbolic and moving story.
Set in 1931 Berlin, the plot
centers around American
novelist Clifford Bradshaw
(Ruben Bolivar) as he
struggles to finish his latest
book,and soon finds himself in a world of pleasure laced debauchery and
an eminent Nazi regime. Along his journey he falls in cahoot with the
"Toast of Mayfair," a certain Sally Bowles (Grace Schneck). At Cliff's
boarding house, run by Fraueline Schnider (Lydia Sewell), he meets
many characters like a friendly grocer, Herr Schultz (Tyler Hohlstein),
and a provocative lady of the night, Fraueline Kost (Lily Cornwell).
While he is torn between the fantastic mysteries of the "Kit Kat Klub"
cabaret run by the Emcee (Ben Mau), and the incredibly volitile political status of Germany, perpetuated by Ernst Ludwig (Anthony Leonard),
Cliff must decide whether to live in sin or run for cover. So no, you wont

find this musical very similar to the film made famous by Liza Menilli,
but you must decide for yourself. “Come to the cabaret ol' chum,” life is
a cabaret! Performances January 28th, 29th and February 4th, 5th at 7:30
pm in the Bucchauser Auditorium. Tickets are $8 in advance, or $10 at
the door.For more information contact Mr. Hardin. This show is rated
PG-13.
--Tyler Hohlstein

